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TELTRAC®, A TELEMETRY TRACKING ACQUISITION
AID SYSTEM

O. H. KNOWLTON, JR.
Manager, Special Projects Department

Canoga Electronics Corporation
Chatsworth, Calif.

Summary    TELTRAC, A Telemetry Tracking Acquisition Aid System (Fig. 1), was
manufactured by Canoga Electronics Corporation for the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration to augment and update the Project Mercury systems for Project
Gemini. In addition, many of the components of the TELTRAC System have been
supplied to retrofit and upgrade the original Project Mercury systems. The features of the
TELTRAC System that are new in comparison to previously existing Telemetry Trackers
are the TELAR II Antenna and the Model 3403 Receiver, which employs both cross-
correlation and phase-lock techniques. The TELTRAC System design criteria and a
system error analysis, with particular emphasis on multipath errors, are discussed in this
article. The detailed design of the TELTRAC System, as well as its subsystems, is also
presented.

Introduction and System Description    The first TELTRAC System scheduled for
delivery to the NASA was assembled and operating at Canoga’s facilities during the
twenty-two orbit Mercury mission of Major Gordon Cooper in Faith 7. A number of the
orbits were successfully acquired and automatically tracked even though accurate timing
and acquisition pointing angles were not available in updated form. Automatic track was
achieved at the horizon and was maintained until the Faith 7 signal disappeared over the
opposite horizon. The outstanding performance of the TELTRAC System during these
tests can be ascribed to the improved features of the TELAR II Antenna design. Other
telemetry tracking systems employing different antennas were attempting to track Faith 7
in the same locality and could not fully automatically track until the capsule elevation
angle was above 10 degrees. The maximum single orbit tracking time was 7.5 minutes,
and the total time of track for all orbits was about 30 minutes. Subsequent to this, the
TELTRAC Systems have been installed on-site and a number of vehicles successfully
tracked with the same outstanding results.

The TELTRAC System is a phase-sensitive, simultaneous-lobing tracking system. A
block diagram of the Gemini (TELTRAC) Acquisition Aid System is shown in Fig. 2.
For simplicity the receiver is shown in the cross-correlation detection mode only;



although circuits have been included for phase-lock loop detection as well. A summary
of the system characteristics is shown in Table 1. The system operates as follows: The
receiver is set to the proper radio frequency for the mission and the antenna is pointed
toward the expected target direction. The operator fine tunes the voltage-controlled
oscillator until the received signal is somewhat centered in the IF bandwidth by use of
the Panadaptor and/or audio signal and/or maximizing the signals observed on the error
meters. The receiver is set to the track condition at which time the receiver acquires the
input signal and produces the dc error output signals for the servo amplifier. Once
acquired, the operator sets the system track switches and the angular error loops are
closed. The error signals cause the antenna to be positioned in such a fashion as to cause
the errors to approach zero. The system is then angle tracking. Type II servos have been
included to minimize servo lag errors, thus minimizing the overall system angular errors.
Both synchro and digital data outputs are provided for use by other systems. A wide-
band voice channel output is provided for simultaneous reception of voice
communication. Eight wideband data outputs are provided for reception of telemetry
data on as many as eight radio frequencies in the band.

The features of the TELTRAC System that are new in comparison to previously existing
Telemetry Trackers are the TELAR II Antenna and the Model 3403 Receiver. The
TELAR II Antenna is an 18-element crossed-dipole array featuring selectable
polarization, difference channel side-lobes which are down over 18 db, and a gain of
approximately 20 db. The hybrid used with this array is a new 180-degree design, which
is broader band and more accurate than earlier versions, and its use virtually eliminates
boresight shifts with frequency due to the hybrids.

The Model 3403 Simultaneous Lobing Tracking Receiver incorporates both cross-
correlation and phase-lock techniques. With the exception of the preamplifiers, the
receiver is completely solid state. This results in high reliability, long life, small size, and
low power consumption. The receiver allows semiautomatic signal acquisition and can
be modified for full automatic acquisition. Instantaneous switching between any two
preselected radio frequencies is provided. The system will track all known types of IRIG
telemetry modulation in addition to optimum tracking of CW signals with phase-lock
techniques. For example, both broadband FM noise-modulated input signals and
nonreturn-to-zero PCM signals have been successfully acquired and pointing errors
derived with this receiver in the cross-correlation detection mode.

Angle Tracking Errors    The elements of the antenna are interconnected in such a way
as to produce four centers of radiation, one at each of the four quadrants of the antenna.
These four quadrants are the phase centers of the antenna and these centers produce the
azimuth and elevation errors which cause the system to track. Referring to Fig. 3, which
is a simplified view looking down on the antenna, the error functions are derived as
follows: For this example, assume the phase centers are numbered 1, 2, 3 and 4 by



TABLE I
System Characteristics



starting from the upper right quadrant and proceeding clockwise. (It is also assumed that
the transmitter is at infinity so that the arriving wave front is a straight line.) If the
received signal, A cos (wt + 2), arrives at the angle N, the signals at phase centers 3 and
4 will be received before the signals at phase centers 1 and 2. The difference in the time
of arrival is related to the distance, D, the angle, N, and the signal wavelength, 8. The
distance, d, is D sin N, which in wavelengths is D/8 sin N. For small angles off boresight
(N # 0.1 rad), d is D N/8 wavelengths or 2BD N/8 radians. This is the lag of the signals
received at phase centers 1 and 2. If the four signals are now combined as shown below,
the result is a measure of the angular error in azimuth.

The reference, or sum, signal is the sum of each of the four signals.

By similarity it is easy to see that the angular error in elevation for this condition will be:

These three signals are then applied to the receiver for amplification, bandwidth limiting
and detection. The input to the error detectors are the error signals while the sum signal,
shifted by 90 degrees, is used as the reference. The output of the azimuth error detector
is:



Neglecting all but the DC term, the azimuth error is:

The output elevation error is similar to the above when the antenna boresight is off in
elevation. It can thus be seen that the angular error outputs are proportional to the sign
and the magnitude of the angle N . The servo amplifiers use these error signals to
reposition the antenna system so as to reduce the angle N to zero, which is the null or
boresight angle of the antenna.

Several important considerations are apparent from the preceeding examination if
accurate angle tracking is to be achieved. First, it is important that the antenna boresight
angle be kept constant over the frequency range and for the various polarizations.
Second, the antenna is the only element that can discriminate between the true signal and
those signals which look like the true signal but which in fact are reflections of the true
signal. The latter are well known multipath signals which occur at every frequency, but,
due to antenna size limitations, are more prominent at the lower radio frequencies. Third,
the phase and amplitude functions of the three channels of the tracking receiver must be
nearly identical over a wide dynamic range in order to maintain a constant angular
sensitivity. This results in a maximum gain, but highly stable, closed loop tracking
system, which, of course, leads to a minimum error. Fourth, since the system tracks in the
null of the antenna pattern, the servo must be versatile enough to be matched to the
dynamics of the vehicle to be tracked so as to eliminate the maximum noise from the
system. The TELTRAC system incorporates the latest technology in each of the above
areas to yield an angular error capability better than that of any comparable system now
in use. Each of these areas is briefly discussed below.

The TELAR antenna utilizes crossed dipole elements which with suitable RF
components, can be connected to receive either vertical or horizontal linear polarization,
or right-hand or left-hand circular polarization. (Remote acting coaxial switches can be
provided to switch polarization remotely if desired. ) These elements are connected so as
to produce, through power distribution, very low side lobe levels for an antenna in this
frequency range. To reduce the possibility of boresight shifts with either frequency or
polarization each crossed dipole is precision produced, each RF component is carefully
matched to its counterpart in the other antenna quadrants, each coaxial line is rigidly
connected to the ground screen to prevent phase changes with antenna movement, and a
new, almost frequency insensitive, monopulse hybrid unit is employed. The result of this
care is a maximum boresight shift of ±0.25 degrees for any combination of polarization
or frequency over the range from 225 to 260 Mc. The azimuth and elevation sum and
difference patterns are shown in Figs. 4, 5, 6 and 7 at the mid band frequency of 240 Mc.



It was mentioned above that the side lobe levels of the antenna were quite low. In the
sum channel the maximum side lobe level is 16 db below the peak of the main beam. In
the azimuth and elevation difference channels the side lobe maximums are maintained at
least 18 db and 20 db, respectively, below the peak of the difference beams. Not only are
low side lobes important in discriminating against multipath signals, but also the
beamwidth in the elevation plane is important. This is the reason the antenna is elongated
in the vertical plane. The elevation beamwidth is a nominal 14 degrees while the azimuth
bearnwidth is a nominal 22 degrees. The result of these two features is to allow accurate
tracking at a lower elevation angle than other comparably sized systems, and to almost
completely discriminate against multipath signals at elevation angles above about 15
degrees.

Based upon the patterns of the new TELAR Antenna, graphs have been prepared to
illustrate the errors which could result from multipath. In preparing these curves it has
been. assumed that only one reflecting path exists; whereas in practice a very large
number of paths exist. Large discrepancies could thus be observed between these curves
and actual performance depending upon the local terrain, wind condition, moisture
content, etc. Figure 8 illustrates the geometry of the true and multipath signals being
received by the antenna.

Figure 9 shows the measured elevation difference patterns of both the 18 element
TELAR Antenna and a typical Quad Helix Antenna at a frequency of 240 Mc. The
differences in beamwidth and side lobe level are immediately apparent. Graphs of the
locus of maximum boresight errors which result from each type of antenna are shown for
two cases. Figure 10 illustrates the case in which the amplitudes of the true signal and
the multipath signal are equal, while Fig. 11 is for the case in which the amplitude of the
multipath signal is 10 db below the true signal. Several observations can be made from
the results shown on these graphs.

1.  Above an elevation angle of 15 degrees the maximum boresight error of the TELAR
Antenna is about 0.5 degrees, and is unmeasurably small between 18 and 25 degrees and
above 35 degrees.

2.  The maximum boresight error of the Quad Helix is in all cases larger than that of the
TELAR at all elevation angles.

3.  The larger beamwidth of the Quad Helix causes larger errors at elevation angles up to
20 degrees, and the larger side lobe levels of the Quad Helix cause errors up to 2 degrees
for elevation angles above 20 degrees.

4.  For any antenna, increased performance will result if the multipath signal can be
attenuated with respect to the true signal. (Certain polarizations will accomplish this if



the mission will allow this selection. If the terrain and locality will allow, plowing of dry
earth and, in some cases, planting trees will help. )

Although the graphs are based upon certain assumptions known to be incorrect, they
nevertheless illustrate the superior performance of the 18 element TELAR Antenna.
Moreover, preliminary quantitative measurements on two different antenna systems
similar to the above tend to confirm the general trends computed above. As further
evidence, the 18 element TELAR Antenna did automatically track the Faith 7 capsule
down to an elevation angle of 0 degrees; whereas, other antennas having wider
beamwidth and higher side lobes could not.

The two major units of the receiver are the RF base of the antenna pedestal and the IF
amplifier control cabinet . The signals from the antenna are RF converter where they are
frequency translated ate frequency. The low noise amplifiers are wide RF without the
necessity for adjustment of any remote equipment. The main local oscillator is located in
the control cabinet and consists of two parallel crystal controlled oscillators to provide
for selection between any two radio frequencies in the band. Low noise ceramic triodes
are used in the RF converter preamp: The remainder of the receiver is solid state. The
AGC for the receiver is derived from the sum signal and provides a dynamic range of
70 db provided the maximum input signal strength of -50 dbm is not exceeded.

Since the three signals are reduced to an intermediate frequency almost immediately, the
amount of differential phase shift between the three channels is held to an absolute
minimum. An AFC circuit maintains the spectrum centroid in the center of the IF
bandwidth, and the AGC is accomplished without bandpass tilt or differential gain
changes between channels. By these means the relative gain and phase shift in each
channel is maintained nearly constant with the result that maximum closed loop gain can
be achieved with stability.

A Type II servo system is employed to reduce the position and velocity servo lag errors
to zero. Three steps of smoothing are incorporated to match the dynamics of the servo to
those of the vehicle being tracked. Secant correction is employed to increase the azimuth
loop gain with increases in elevation angle. This allows accurate tracking to an elevation
angle of nearly 80 degrees. A very high servo torque gradient is employed to keep static
servo errors minimized. Static errors in the gear trains are reduced through the use of
double planetary assemblies with adjustable backlash. The resulting servo amplifier and
drive system has a maximum static angular error of ±0.1 degree and an acceleration
constant of about 4 per sec per sec. For satellite tracking the maximum angular
acceleration will be about 0.4 degrees per sec per sec. The maximum dynamic servo lag
will thus be 0.1 degree rms. Use of the Type II servo also reduces errors resulting from
signal fading and provides rate memory during periods of momentary signal loss.



Another source of angular error arises from the mounting of RF components on the
antenna. Flexure of the coaxial cables will introduce phase shifts which will unbalance
the null of the difference channels. To minimize these errors these RF components have
been rigidly mounted on the antenna.

Wind error, Ew, is given by the ratio of the wind torque and system torque gradient, Tg.
Knowledge of the peak torque available is necessary to ensure that runaway will not
occur. The torque gradient is a constant independent of velocity. Therefore, the 50 mph
wind error is

where,

Tw = wind torque, and
Tg = torque gradient.

For the worst case the following values have been calculated:

Tw = 1930 foot pounds
Tg = 823,000 pounds foot per degree
Ew = 1930/823,000 = 0.00234 degree

In addition, the peak torque capability is in excess of that required to prevent slipping or
deflection of the antenna when operating in a 50-mph wind at 20 degrees per second.

In summary, the static angular error of the TELTRAC System over the frequency range
is about 0.25 degrees rms while the dynamic error is between 0.3 and 0.5 degrees rms
depending upon the angular acceleration.

The above statement presumes that the view angle to the target is unobstructed, the
elevation angle is between 15 and 75 degrees and the signal strength is within the
dynamic range of the receiver.

It should be pointed out in passing that evaluation tests of systems of this type with
aircraft frequently result in measured errors exceeding the above. Two factors contribute
to this: Glint errors and excessive servo lag errors. Glint errors are proportional to the
ratio of the target span to the target range. Compared to targets in space, an aircraft can
cause a considerable glint error since the span is greater and the range smaller. Errors of
as much as 0.5 degree can be observed with aircraft, whereas with space targets the glint
error is considerably less than 0.1 degree. The angular acceleration of a target relative to
a tracking system is proportional to a power of the ratio of target velocity to target range.



In certain aircraft tracking tests this ratio may be higher than that observed for a space
target. In these cases a larger angular acceleration occurs, which, of course, results in a
larger servo lag error. These factors are pointed out to illustrate that care must be
exercised during tests of systems of this type in order to fairly evaluate their performance
for their intended use which, in general, is tracking of space vehicles. For example, in
actual measurements, errors of as much as 2 degrees rms were observed when tracking
aircraft; whereas in a typical case of space vehicle tracking the measured errors were 5
milliradians (.0.3 deg) rms.

Acquisition and Tracking Considerations    Due to accuracy limitations in the
telemetry transmitter and to unknown doppler shifts, a certain amount of fine tuning
must be provided in the receiver to optimize the position of the receiver bandwidth with
respect to the input signal spectrum. The following calculation derives the necessary fine
tuning range.

Neglecting second order effects, the frequency tuning range, fr, is composed of three
elements: the error in the transmitter frequency, )ft; the error in the receiver local
oscillator frequency,             ; and the maximum doppler frequency, fd. These are
described by the following equations:

NOTE

The factor of 2 arises due to plus and minus
variations.



where

Using these values, the following result is obtained:

The frequency tuning range of the Model 3403 Receiver is at least 80 kc, well above the
required value.

The next item to be examined is the maximum acquisition range as it is limited by the
radio horizon. It is assumed that satellites, in addition to reentry capsules, will be the
targets. In order to achieve maximum acquisition range, the target must be above the
radio horizon. These factors are related by the equation

where

R = range in nautical miles, and
H = radio horizon altitude in nautical miles. (The equation employs a 4/3

correction factor to the radius of the earth. )

As an example, assume H = 100 nautical miles; R will then be 1028 nautical miles. If
H = 500 nautical miles, R will be 2300 nautical miles. In the event that the system
acquisition range exceeds the horizon limited range, the system will acquire the target at
the radio horizon.



It has been assumed that angular searching would not be necessary and that the full gain
of the receiving antenna would be realized. This will probably not be the case, although
it will be shown that the gain reduction is not large.

For small angles, the radius of a circle through which that target must pass is given by

r = R2
where

2 = angle between received signal and antenna maximum gain point in radians.

To reduce the antenna gain loss, it is necessary to make 2 at least 1/10 of the 3-db
beamwidth of the antenna. For a beamwidth of 15 degrees, 2 must be 1.5 degrees.
Assuming R = 1500 nautical miles yields

Thus, if the satellite passes through a circle of 78.4-nautical miles in diameter, the
antenna gain will be within 0.5 db of the maximum gain. Allowing a 3-db antenna gain
reduction increases the diameter of the circle to 392-nautical miles. The satellite will
undoubtedly pass in this circle and will probably pass within a much smaller circle. It is
estimated that a gain reduction of 1 to 2 db will be the typical case and is not a
significant loss.

Once a signal has been acquired, the system must track the signal in angle. Examination
of this requirement follows.

The 3-db bandwidth of the angle tracking circuits will be approximately 0.5 cps,
depending upon the smoothing position. Assuming a noise bandwidth of three times this
value and a noise figure of 5.0 db yields an error channel sensitivity of -166 dbm.
However, the sensitivity of the crosscorrelation detectors will be slightly worse - perhaps
-163 dbm (due to the cross-correlation of noise). When the antenna is aligned on the
target, the difference channel signals are down approximately 30 db with respect to the
sum channel signal. Thus, the equivalent sum channel signal is -133 dbm. If minimum
allowance, an assumed 6 db, is made for the error channel signal-to-noise ratio (to reduce
servo noise to an acceptable level), this value becomes -127 dbm. This value represents
the sum signal necessary to obtain the required tracking accuracy. For the case of an IF
bandwidth of 100 kc, the signal will be acquired when the level is greater than -113 dbm.
Tracking at the full accuracy capability should, therefore, be possible immediately after
acquisition. In the phase-lock loop mode of operation, acquisition may take place at
signal levels below -130 dbm; hence, full accuracy tracking will not be possible under



these conditions. Automatic tracking will be possible, however, with reduced angular
accuracy.

The dynamics of the target must now be examined and compared to the frequency
tracking capability of the phase-lock loop. As previously computed, the maximum
doppler frequency is about 7000 cps. The most difficult situation which can easily be
computed is shown in Fig. 12. Derived in Fig. 12 is the equation which relates rate of
change of doppler to doppler, missile velocity and closest approach. In a phase-lock loop
mode, the phase tracking error is given by the equation

where

Satisfactory tracking performance will be achieved when 2 is 1 degree or less. When Bn

is 250 cps,

The closest approach of the missile may now be computed for these two cases.

These values show that sufficient system capability is provided by the two bandwidths
chosen.



In regard to system operation, the tracking performance of the system at large elevation
angles needs to be clarified. Referring to Fig. 13, the azimuth rate, 2 , for a target moving
on the path shown is given by the indicated equation.

Thus, for a given R and V̄ the azimuth rate depends on the secant of the elevation angle.
For an overhead pass, 2 is zero until zenith is approached, at which time the antenna
must rotate 180 degrees instantaneously unless the antenna will plunge, i.e., 180 degrees
elevation angle capability. The phase of the error signal must, however, be reversed at
zenith in order to continue tracking.

Upon close examination, it is seen that the pointing vector of the antenna is indeed on
the target for an overhead pass, yet the situation will arise where the indicated azimuth
angle output will be in error by 180 degrees. For a path near to zenith, the same situation
is true; large angle error readout obtained, yet the antenna is still tracking and on the
target to within a few degrees of boresight.

In addition, as the antenna elevation angle increases, the geometry of the situation
reduces the effective antenna gain in the azimuth axis. This effect can best be understood
by projecting the antenna pattern on the azimuth plane (see Fig. 14). As the elevation
angle increases, the projection on the azimuth plane becomes broader and shorter. Thus,
the scale factor for the azimuth servo is reduced by the same factor as the azimuth rate
increases.

Secant correction can be applied to the azimuth servo system by a potentiometer
mounted on,the elevation axis. Secant correction acts to increase the azimuth servo
system scale factor of gain with the elevation angle. There is a practical limit to the
amount of correction that can be added, however, in that the secant approaches infinity
as the angle approaches 90 degrees. With secant correction, the limit is nominally 75 to
80 degrees. Beyond this, the azimuth error will begin to exceed the specified value.

In view of the foregoing, the angular accuracy, depending upon the effects of multipath,
cannot be guaranteed below elevation angles of 15 degrees and above elevation angles of
75 degrees. The inclusion of secant correction allows the accuracy requirement to be
satisfied between these angles while maintaining a stable servo system.

The range equation for systems of this type is



where
R = range,
8 = wavelength  = 1.15 meters (minimum),
Pc = radiated power  = 0.1 watt (assumed),
Gr = receiving antenna gain = 20 db = 100,
L = losses from all sources (cables, hybrids, atmosphere, etc.

= 10 db = 10 (assumed),
F = noise figure  = 5 db = 3. 16,
k = Boltzmann’s constant  = 1.38 x 10-23 watts/deg/cps,
T = temperature = 290EK,
Bn = noise bandwidth cps, and
(S/N)a = acquisition signal-to-noise ratio.

With the above assumptions the acquisition range for a bandwidth of 100,000 cps and an
acquisition signal-to-noise ratio of 6 db is 695 nautical miles. The range for other
assumed values can be readily determined from this value.

Subsystem Description.

TELAR II Antenna Subsystem    The TELAR II antenna subsystem consists of an
antenna array, RF hybrids, and miscellaneous cables and connectors. The antenna is
based on the use of a multipolarized element used in a Dolph Tschebyscheff Array. The
array consists of eighteen of these elements arranged on a 12- by 18-foot reflector to give
a gain of about 20 db and difference pattern side-lobes that are over 18 db down. The
gain is obtained over the frequency band of 225 Mc to 260 Mc and the, antenna will
operate to 300 Mc without serious degradation. The RF hybrids interconnect the element
outputs in such a way as to yield a sum signal and an azimuth and elevation error signal.
The error signals are the result of a phase-sensitive monopulse receiving technique and
may be obtained in either the circular or linear polarization modes. The polarization can
be changed by changing the coaxial connections to the elements of the array. In the event
that frequent changes in polarization are to be made, the antenna can be provided with
coaxial switches for remote control of the polarization.

Circular polarization is obtained by feed the vertical and horizontal elements 90
electrical degrees out of phase with one either leading or lagging the other, depending
upon the sense of circular polarization desired. Linear polarization is obtained by feeding
either the vertical or the horizontal elements, depending on which polarization is
required. Polarization changes are accomplished by disconnecting the cables and
rearranging them as shown in Fig. 15.



The hybrid assembly is mounted, in a housing in the rear of the antenna (see Fig. 16). By
mounting this housing as close to the elevation axis as possible, the need for additional
counterbalancing weights is eliminated. All cabling from the antenna elements to the
hybrid assembly is securely clamped in place to eliminate excess vibration due to wind
loading and antenna motion.

Pedestal and Servo Drive Subsystem     The basic antenna pedestal system is a high
performance, utility device, which can accommodate any type of directional antenna of
up to 1000 pounds gross weight and up to a 12-foot reflector diameter with a standard
five-foot riser base and larger antennas with special riser bases.

The significant features of the Canoga pedestal are: the use of compact double-planetary
interchangeable drive gear boxes having an eccentric backlash adjustment; modular data
packages and a balanced elevation yoke which eliminates eccentric loading of the
azimuth bearing, thus yielding high elevation angle accuracy. A stowing lock is provided
for this system, which performs the dual function of locking both the elevation and
azimuth axes while simultaneously disabling the servo amplifiers through the use of an
interlocking mechanism. The pedestal has a slim silhouette and the two identical antenna
counterweights, straddling the pedestal to permit plunging, are placed close to the
pedestal axes providing reduced polar rnoments-of-inertia.

All components of the pedestal system have been designed to operate under severe
environmental conditions including tropical, shipboard, or desert conditions. The quality
of the finish surpasses military specification.

The main structural parts of the pedestal are the elevation assembly, the azimuth
assembly, and the pedestal adapter (riser base). These parts support the antenna, house
the components that position the antenna, and furnish information in the form of synchro
data as to the direction in which the antenna is pointing. The pedestal is illustrated in
Fig. 17.

The elevation assembly is that part of the pedestal secured directly to the antenna and
consists of the elevation support, elevation drive assembly and elevation data synchro
package. The elevation support is a U-shaped alloy steel casting to which is bolted the
antenna support platform. It is supported through opposed, preloaded, tapered roller
bearings. The elevation synchro assembly and the elevation drive assembly are mounted
on one side of the support. The other side has a cover plate which provides access to the
elevation support shaft and bearing. Two counterweights, one on either side of the
elevation support, provide elevation balance to within ±25 foot pounds of torque in any
attitude. The elevation drive assembly consists of a one-horsepower, dc servo motor and
associated planetary gear drive. The motor is mounted on the gear housing and has a
maximum speed of 8000 rpm. The drive assembly output pinion is meshed with a



stationary drive, which is part of the elevation shaft and is bolted to the azimuth drive
shaft. When powered, the drive unit moves around the stationary drive gear, positioning
the elevation support assembly. Mechanical limit stops are provided as part of the
elevation drive assembly. The electrical stops are provided in the elevation data package.

The azimuth assembly is the lower part of the pedestal, which supports the elevation
assembly. The azimuth assembly consists of an azimuth drive shaft and base, the azimuth
drive assembly, and the azimuth data synchro package. The azimuth drive shaft consists
of a hollow alloy steel cylinder, geared to the azimuth drive assembly at the lower end.
The upper end of the shaft supports the elevation assembly. The RF lines and elevation
data and power cables pass through the hollow shaft and out through the side of the
elevation support to the elevation synchros, elevation drive motor and antenna. The shaft
is supported within the stationary pedestal base by two copposed preloaded, tapered
roller bearings. The standard azimuth drive assembly consists of a one-horsepower, dc
servo motor and associated planetary gear drive. The vertically mounted drive motor has
a maximum speed of 8000 rpm. The azimuth shaft extends below the motor mounting
plate allowing slip rings and rotary joints to be mounted in the pedestal adapter, if
necessary.

The pedestal adapter (riser base) is a cylindrical weldment assembly, which is used to
mount the pedestal to a foundation ring having a 43-1/2 inch diameter bolt circle. The
adapter for the TELTRAC system is eight feet high. A terminal panel in the adapter is
used to house all control and data wiring termination. An opening is provided in the side
of the adapter for access to the azimuth drive motor, azimuth data package and various
electronic units.

The electronic units of this subsystem are shown in Fig. 18.

The Type II servo amplifier and amplidyne drive system are employed. The
characteristics of the PS2W-1 Pedestal and Servo System in this application are
presented below:

Synchro data output: 1 speed synchro
Servo type: Amplidyne system with Type II servo and

smoothing
Tracking rate: 20 degrees per second, either axis
Slew rate: 30 degrees per second
Acceleration capability: 5 degrees per second per second
Azimuth travel: ±450 degrees free travel

±470 degrees limit stop
Elevation travel: 200 degrees free travel
Elevation limit stop: -15 to +195 degrees



Ka: 2 to 4 sec-2

Servo bandwidth: 0.5 cps (approx)

The control console houses the servo amplifier, pointing sensor, handwheels, azimuth
and elevation synchro indicators, mode and power switches, and suitable protective
fusing and/or circuit breaking devices, and other electronic units of the system. A dual
bay cabinet with 19-inch panels that is 24 inches deep and 72-inches high is used.

The amplidynes for the PS2W-l system are remotely located.

The control-indicator and servo amplifier chassis includes at least the following:
a. Azimuth and elevation indicators (Antenna and Ordered Positions)
b. Cable wrap indicators
c. Individual drive system on-off switches
d. Handwheels
e. Safety switch
f. Mode switches
g. Input power switch
h. Smoothing switch
i. Four meters to indicate amplidyne field current.

Three modes of operation are possible with this system:

a.  Manual, in which an operator can control the movement of the antenna in azimuth and
elevation by means of handwheels.

b.  Slave, in which the movement is controlled by a remote source via one-speed synchro
signals.

c.  Auto-track, in which the antenna is controlled by error signals derived from the
Monopulse Tracking Receiver.

The various modes are described in detail in following paragraphs. Since elevation and
azimuth are identical only one channel is considered in the following discussions.

When the LOCAL switch is depressed to the on position, the following events take place
(see Fig. 19):

a.  Magnetic clutches E101 and E102 are energized, completing the mechanical link
between the handwheels and the one-speed synchro torque receivers (which in this mode
is used as a transmitter) on the Control Indicator.



b.  The stator leads of the torque receiver are connected to the stator leads of synchro
control transformer B4 in the associated pedestal data package. Rotation of the
handwheel causes a proportional rotation of the torque receiver (transmitter) rotor. The
angular displacement between the transmitter shaft and the shaft of the control
transformer in the pedestal causes a voltage to appear across the rotor of the control
transformer. The amplitude and phase of this voltage is a function of the amount and
direction of shaft displacement. This error voltage is applied through contacts of the
deenergized AUTO and SLAVE switches to the Servo Amplifier, which controls the
voltage to the antenna drive motor. The motor is always driven in the direction which
causes the two synchro shafts to become aligned. The antenna position is indicated in
degrees and tenths of a degree by synchro-driven dial indicators on the Control Indicator.
Another synchro-driven dial indicator indicates the position of the remote slaving
pedestal when the system is in the local or auto-track mode of operation.

The operator, when using the handwheel control can acquire a target and manually align
the antenna(s) to the target by observing the meters on the receivers.

When the SLAVE switch is depressed to the on position, the stator leads of control
transformer B4 in the pedestal are connected to a remote source of one-speed synchro
data. The error voltage from the control transformer is used to position the antenna in the
same manner as in the manual mode. Both magnetic clutches are deenergized,
disengaging the handwheels. The handwheel torque receiver is connected to torque
transmitter B1 in the pedestal, providing a follow-up action which allows switching
modes of operation without violent slewing of the antenna. The antenna position is
indicated in degrees and tenths of a degree by synchro-driven dial indicators on the
Control Indicator.

When in acquisition, the LOCAL switch is depressed to the on position and the operator
searches the applicable area in space by rotation of the handwheels, and tunes the
receiver. When a target is acquired, indicated by the error signal meters and acquisition
indicator, the operator then places the system in auto-track.

When the AUTO switch is depressed to the on position and a signal is present, the
tracking relay is energized and the following operations happen:

a.  Magnetic clutches E101 and E102 are deenergized.

b.  The receiver error signal is applied to a chopper, an auto-track amplifier, and through
contacts of the AUTO switch to the Servo Amplifier. A secant correction factor is
applied to the azimuth error signal before it is applied to the Servo Amplifier.



The Servo Amplifier receives the error signals and drives the antenna so that this error
remains at a null. The torque receiver is connected as in the slave mode, providing
follow-up. Antenna position indications are the same as in the manual mode of
operation.

Since the servo system is Type II, rate memory is automatically provided by circuits in
the Servo Amplifier. Should the system lose track, the error voltages are disconnected
from the servo system inputs. The integrating Type II servo system will remember the
last known rate and continue to move until ordered to stop.

The servo characteristics are usually chosen assuming no noise in the input to the servo
system. Noise can be anything from receiver noise to multipath. Under these conditions,
the minimum error will be obtained normally at a reduced bandwidth from that chosen
for the ideal case. Servo bandwidth reduction has been done with care so that no loss in
other desirable servo characteristics (such as torque gradient) occur. Three steps, from no
smoothing to full smoothing, are provided. Corresponding servo bandwidths of about
3/4, 1/3 and 1/10 cps are obtained.

The following are the important mechanical characteristics of the pedestal system when
operating with the TELAR II Antenna. These characteristics are determined by
calculations which, where possible, were verified by tests.
 Wind torque: 1930 ft lb at 50 mph

4000 ft lb at 120 mph
Bearing load: 17,200 lb at 120 mph

89,000 lb rated
Load inertia: 550 slug ft2

Acceleration torque: 50 ft lb at 5 deg/sec2

Torque delivered: 2000 ft lb continuous
4200 ft lb peak

Drive gear stress: 70,000 lb/in2 operating
140,000 lb/in2 rated

Rotational energy: 150 lb ft operating
Limit stop energy rating: 400 lb ft
Overturning moment: 50,000 ft lb at 120 mph
Locked rotor resonance: 4 cps
Torque gradient: 823,000 ft lb/degree
Pedestal backlash: ±0.04 degree (max)
Data gearing accuracy: ±0.05 degree (max)

A Bode plot, which describes the attenuation-frequency characteristics of the servo
system, is shown in Fig. 20. The following equation was derived to describe the
equivalent simplified transfer function of the system.



where

Tn . locked rotor mechanical natural frequency
. 25 radian/sec

* . 0.1

The several time constants, Tn, are adjusted to obtain a system frequency response as
shown in Fig. 20.

Extension of the initial 40-db per decade line, which represents the 1/S2 term in the
previous equation, to zero db shows an acceleration gain constant of 3. The cross-over
frequency of 2-1/2 radians per second indicates a maximum servo bandwidth of
approximately 0.8 cps. The time constants T1 and T2 are separated sufficiently to permit a
phase margin of about 48 degrees at cross over. Moreover, the gain margin at cross over
is approximately 17 db.

Receiver Subsystem. - The Model 3430 Monopulse Receiver subsystem consists of a
preamplifier, multicoupler, converter, line drivers, and receiver proper. The dc error
outputs from the receiver mark the interface between the receiver subsystem and servo
subsystem. The following paragraphs describe the makeup and performance
characteristics of the receiver subsystem.

A block diagram of the receiver is included as Fig. 21. The components ahead of the
dotted line are mounted in the pedestal riser base; the remainder of the receiver, referred
to as the receiver proper, is mounted in the cabinet.

The pedestal mounted- components consist of the prearnplifiers, converters, and line
drivers. The receiver system signal is obtained from the hybrid, or RF bridge summing
network, output. The signal is first amplified 20 db in the tube prearnplifiers. The surn-
channel signal is then further amplified in an active multicoupler (two outputs) and
divided. One output drives up to 250 feet of coaxial cable to a remotely located
multicoupler, and the other output is made available to the converter section. The three
signals, sum, azimuth difference and elevation difference, are then reduced in frequency
to the region of 50 Mc by the converter section. The outputs from the converter are fed to
line drivers which provide an impedance match to 50-ohm lines. After up to 250 feet of
cable run, the signals arrive at the receiver mounted in the control console. The signals



are first amplified in a broadband intermediate-frequency amplifier and then mixed with
the voltage-controlled oscillator output to produce a second IF signal. The signals are
further amplified in the second IF, and converted to the third IF where the receiver
bandwidth is selected.

The bandwidth is set at the desired value by switching appropriate IF filters in this stage.
The amplifier error signals are applied to the error phase detectors. The reference input
to the phase detectors is the limited sum signal in the correlation mode and is a reference
oscillator signal in the phase-lock mode. The pointing error voltages, )az and )el, are
then set to the correct scale factor for the servo system by the )az and )el dc to ac
synchronous modulator amplifiers. The sum signal is also detected to determine the
presence of a signal for AGC of the receiver. Signal tracking is accomplished by either
the phase-lock loop or the AFC circuit, depending on the mode of operation.

The prearnplifiers and mixers are broadband devices covering the complete frequency
range of Z25 to 260 Mc. The outputs of the mixer - line driver combination is, however,
restricted in bandwidth to approximately 5 Mc to aid in image rejection and to keep
spurious response to a minimum. The noise figure of the tube prearnplifiers is about 5.0
db. The complete set of receiver equipment mounted in the pedestal is suitable for
exterior environments.

The local oscillator is physically located at the control console and supplied to the mixer
converter unit in the remote pedestal unit via a cable run. Additional gain and drivers for
mixer injection are provided in the remote pedestal unit to correct for any cable loss. A
low frequency crystal oscillator and multiplier chain is utilized. Two crystals may be
supplied to provide operation at either of two selected radio frequencies. Frequency
selection may be accomplished instantaneously by a front panel selector switch.

Crystals for the 45 IRIG telemetry channels are provided in a separate storage drawer.
Frequency changeover to any new channel can be accomplished in a manner of minutes.

The necessary stability of the local oscillator is determined through consideration of the
maximum amount of doppler shift, expected transmitter drift and the fine tuning range of
the oscillator. Previous sections have established that a stability of ±0.005% is
acceptable.

Automatic gain control in the receiver must maintain the error voltage scale factor
constant over the useful dynamic range of the receiver. If the scale factor changes
seriously in terms of volts per degree, either the tracking loop will no longer track to the
required accuracy or the servo system will begin to oscillate.



The receiver has a dynamic range of at least 70 db for a 2-db figure of merit, i.e., a 2-db
change in the output voltage for a given angular error.

The dynamic range of 70 db is accomplished without center-frequency shift, band-pass
tilt, phase change of other deleterious effects in the receiver. The basic receiver
bandwidth is quite large with respect to the operating bandwidth determined by the
passive IF filter. A change in center frequency due to AGC control is not seen in the
overall receiver response.

The remote pedestal-mounted unit has no AGC control. Since 50 db of gain is provided
to overcome line losses and maintain system noise figure, there is an upper limit to the
input signal level beyond which saturation or overloading will occur in the front end of
the receiver. Assuming the line driver will saturate at an output level of 1/2-volt rms or 5
milliwatts, the input cannot exceed a level of -43 dbm. Measurements indicate that the
maximum input cannot exceed -50 dbm.

The AGC loop bandwidth is maintained at a value consistent with the operating RF
bandwidth and servo system bandwidth and is 30 cps. The loop bandwidth must be high
to accommodate rapid changes in input signal level, fading, signal drop out and
tumbling, among others.

When in phase-lock operation, the AGC is derived from a linear detector whose inputs
are the reference oscillator and the phase-shifted sum-channel signal. When in cross-
correlation detection, the AGC is derived from a standard diode detector operation from
the sum-channel signal. The circuit switching is shown in Fig. 21.

The phase-lock loop and AFC cross-correlation circuits are straightforward design-
proven circuits. The loop bandwidth for the phase-lock circuit is determined by
switching between simple low-pass filters. The filters are kept as simple as possible to
avoid time constant problems in the loop. Time constants and higher order effects result
in overshoot with large signal changes, resulting in loss of track or poor track. The
voltage-controlled oscillator (VCO) is solid state as is the VCO multiplier chain.

The AFC circuit is used in conjunction with cross-correlation detection. The switching
circuit is illustrated in Fig. 21. When in AFC, the limited output of the sum channel is
applied to a discriminator. The derived DC error voltage is then amplified and filtered
and used to control the otherwise idle VCO. Sufficient gain is provided to maintain the
carrier within a few kilocycles of the band-pass center to the limits of the VCO control
range.

The receiver and its features have been discussed sufficiently to allow consideration of
the subsystem performance. It was shown that full accuracy angle tracking will occur



immediately after acquisition when the sensitivity is at least -127 dbm. Acquisition
sensitivity is also a function of relative antenna temperatures; however, it is expected
that most acquisition situations will involve radio horizon or very low elevation angles.

The probability of greatly increasing the acquisition range due to low antenna
temperatures is somewhat remote.

The acquisition signal level with a 100-kc IF bandwidth (for example), in the cross-
correlation mode, and a 500 cps phase-lock loop bandwidth (for example), using a noise
figure of 5 db, is:

Allowing a minimum acquisition signal-to-noise ratio of 6 db results inan acquisition
sensitivity of -113 dbm and -136 dbm for -the two cases. (Calculations for the other
required bandwidths are appropriately scaled.

The overall tracking system has a null-depth capability of over 35 db in the antenna
difference pattern. When the system is aligned and tracking a target, the azimuth and
elevation difference signals, can be down as much as 35 db with respect to the sum
signal. The error channel signals can, therefore, be very close to the noise level of the
receiver for a portion of a tracking mission. For this reason, the, absolute magnitude of
the noise output in the error channels is restricted under all conditions. In addition,
before automatic tracking is initiated, the error outputs are grounded, preventing control
of the pedestal and servo system by noise. The aforementioned noise voltage output, in
conjunction-with the width of the difference pattern null and the servo bandwidth, allows
full tracking accuracy to be achieved at signal levels greater than -127 dbm.

Conclusion     The foregoing has described the Canoga TELTRAC System manufactured
for NASA for the GEMINI Program. It has also explained some of the basic design
philosophy and the specific technical features arising out of that philosophy. The
importance of the antenna characteristics has also been illustrated, and, for its size, the
18 element TELAR Antenna has been shown to possess outstanding characteristics for
applications in TELTRAC Systems.



Fig. 1-TELTRAC, A Telemetry Tracking Acquisition Aid System



Fig. 2-TELTRAC, Simplified Block Diagram



Fig. 3-Top View of Antenna



Fig. 4-Elevation Sum Pattern at 240 Mcs

Fig. 5-Azimuth Sum Pattern at 240 Mcs



Fig. 6-Elevation Difference Pattern at 240 Mcs

Fig. 7-Azimuth Difference Pattern at 240 Mcs



Fig. 8-Illustration of Signals Received at the TELAR II Antenna

Fig. 9-Elevation Difference Channel Antenna Response at 240 Mcs



Fig. 10-Locus of Maximum Boresight Error True Signal Equals
Multipath Signal -240 MCS

Fig. 11-Locus of Maximum Boresight Error
True Signal 10DB Above Multipath Signal -240 Mcs



Fig. 12-Target Dynamics

Fig. 13-Azimuth Angular Rate Effects



Fig. 14-Azimuth Gain Resolution

Fig. 15-Method of Changing Polarization



Fig. 16-TELAR II Antenna, Rear View Fig. 17-TELAR II Antenna and PS2W-1
 Pedestal



Fig. 18-TELTRAC Equipment Cabinet



Fig. 19-PS2W-1 Pedestal System Block Diagram



Fig. 20-Servo System Bode Plot



Fig. 21-Model 3403 Tracking Receiver Block Diagram


